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am Letesha Amber Dean,  I 
am 20 years old,  single and 
live in Australia, I am very 
outgoing, easy to get along 
with, crazy, fun and very 
honest.  I am the type of 

person who will tell you stuff you don’t wanna 
hear,  I am much like a tom boy, and love 
doing a lot of fun things.  I am very into my 
water sports, like wakebording, tubing and jet 
skiing.  Love my horses as well.  I use to ride 
years ago when I was about 15 and went all 
over the place for horse riding.  

My mind is always changing and I never 
know what I wanna do.  I am very much 
into fitness and working out, and want to do 
powerlifting or body building in 2014.   My 
experiences in modeling have been for few 
years now.  I have done all different styles, its 
more of a hobby for me,  I take it as fun and 
always put in 100%.  My goal is to own my 
own gym, protein and healthy coffee shop all 
in one store.  I have a massive fitness drive 
and want to complete my PT diploma in 2014 
and do my business courses.
 
I grew up in a little town called TIN CAN 
BAY in Queensland.  I have four brothers , 
they mean the world to me.  I don’t have any 
secrets, I tell everyone everything.

Letesha 
AmberDean

I

My experiences in modeling have been for few years now.  I have 
done all different styles, its more of a hobby for me,  I take it as fun 
and always put in 100%.
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Chaunty

Chaunty has been modeling for 
almost 4 years this year, been in 6 
commercials (one national) in one 
year (2013), her first film “Killing Khan” 
(2013) by Vendetta Motion

Photography, etc.  “I knew it was 
time to begin my dreams” Chaunty 
says “when I was experiencing less 
than what I wanted in my personal 
life.  Also, I was finally in shape 
[enough to model].”  Smiling bright 
as the evening sunset illuminates 
her blonde hair and light brown eyes, 
Chaunty seems almost apologetic in 
her demeanor. 

he is the lead actress 
in and it has L.A. 
Distribution for film 
festivals across the 
U.S. and Canada, 
and Chaunty is a 

published model for Simoniz’s (car 
wax company www.Simoniz.com) 
Pin Up Girls Calendar Contest for 
the 2014 issue.  Also, on Mass 
Appeal on 22news WWLP in 
Chicopee, MA Chaunty is sometimes 

featured by the amazing “Makeup 
By Lay” company.  LTW Custom 
Cosmetics (LTWCustomCosmetics.
com) made a lipstick shade named 
“Chaunty” which is a peachy-
nude.  Modeled in over 35 quality 
photo shoots in a short 4 years 
is quite the accomplishment with 
photographers such as David Blazze 
(www.blazzinpix.com), Eric Snyder, 
Inkwell Johnson, Leonardo Tillett, 
Harris Davey Jr, Shane Suban 

S

Lydia
Rogers

Her Beauty secrets is to make sure she gets a lot of 
beauty sleep.  She exercise and tone daily.  

stressed by work, she hangs out and 
do stuff with her family and friends. 
If she has time she goes to the 
beach and do some shopping.  She 
intends to save for a relaxing holiday 
trip. Measurements: Height 158cm, 
Weight 47kgs, Shoe and dress sizes 
6 , blue eyes, black hair, Hips 65cm.

eautiful 25 years old, 
from Whelsh and 
New Zealand.  Lydia 
has done a lot of 
promotional work, 
bikini waitressing, 

catwalks, photo shoots and travelled 
a lot for modeling.  She loves to 
be a model and wants to become 
a fulltime model.  Her goal is to 
be published in magazines cover 
and TV adds. She loves doing 
bikini, lingerie and fashion shows 

and maybe travel some beautiful 
locations.
Her Beauty secrets is to make sure 
she gets a lot of beauty sleep.  She 
exercise and tone daily.  She enjoys 
swimming, jogging and dancing. 
She makes sure she eats healthy 
mostly her greens and fruits.  She 
always care for her health and her 
beauty and don’t always drink or 
smoke.  She drinks gallons of water 
and make sure she have a beauty 
treatment at least once a month. If 

B

HER WISDOM 
...”I have love for 

everyone, even those 
other people think I 

should hate, I let go of 
that hate and welcome 

forgiveness into my heart.

HER GOAL
is to be published in 

magazines cover and 
TV adds. She loves 

doing bikini, lingerie and 
fashion shows Spillane



Dawna 
Heising

Joan in Jared Masters’ “Slink”. Masters won a 2014 
EOTM Award for Best Horror Picture for “Slink”. 
Dawna has a B.S. in Business Management and 
MBA from Pepperdine University, and is the CEO 
of Eye on Excellence™ Productions and Eye on 
Excellence™ PR.   Dawna is the current Miss 
SortFLIX International 2013-2014. She was Ms. 
World 2008; Ms. Universe 2009; Mrs. California 
United States 2000; Mrs. American Achievement 
2001; and Miss Celebrities of Facebook 2012. 
She is also a former Miss Los Angeles Chinatown; 
Miss Orange County Universe: Miss San Francisco 
Universe; and Miss California Hemisphere, among 
other titles. She has worked as a swimsuit model 
for Ujena; Venus Swimwear; and Catalina. She is 
trained in ballet and jazz dancing, Tae Kwon Do, 
kick boxing and pole dancing.
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y name is Amber Jane 
Bryant, I’m 21 years old and 
I’m from Manildra in New 
South Wales, Australia. 
I grew up in a little country 
town called Cumnock and 

finished my HSC at Canowindra High 
School.
I love keeping fit and going Camping, 
Fishing, Hunting and anything outdoors.  I 
love to travel and hope one day I get to 
travel the world.
I live with my boyfriend and I couldn’t be 
happier ,  he is my world. He has supported 
me with my dreams and ambitions in life. 
My family is everything to me as well, they 
have always been there for me whatever 
I choose to do and they are apart of my 
support network with my closest friends.
I have been selected and am now 
competing in both Miss Universe Australia 
and Miss Galaxy Australia for 2014.

AMBER
Bryant

I have been selected and am now 
competing in both Miss Universe Australia 
and Miss Galaxy Australia for 2014.

M
Dawna Lee Heising is a member of SAG-
AFTRA. She will play The Oracle in Danica 
Fontaine’s Ethyrea fantasy/adventure series 
of films, and is a publicist for Ethyrea LLC. 
Dawna will play The Snake Woman and is a 
producer on director Mark Savage’s Circus of 
Dread, and will play Donna in Andre Roberson 
and Sergio Candido’s “Visions Evolutions.”  
She is the executive producer and host of the 
television show “Eye on Entertainment”, and is 
the Hollywood Correspondent for MoreHorror.
com. She won a 2014 EOTM (Entrepreneurs 
on the Move) Award for Outstanding Talk Show 
Host for “Eye on Entertainment”.   Dawna had 
leads in “Fork You”, “Waiting for Dracula” and  
“Unfinished Sonata”, and received excellent 
reviews for her role as the purse designer 

CoverGirl 
Actress at SAG-AFTRA

CEO Eye on Excellence™ 
Productions.  2013 EOTM Award 

for Outstanding Talk Show Host
Hollywood Correspondent for 

MoreHorror.com

January 2014 
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layboy Miss Social 
March 2013 is Taryn 
Maria
 
Not only did Taryn 
won the title for 

March 2013, but she’s the first ever 
Canadian to win the competition, 
putting the True North on the map in 
the Playboy Miss Social world.  If you 
recognize Taryn and aren’t familiar 
with Playboy’s Miss Social, you 
likely remember her from the movie 
American Pie 7:  Book of Love, where 
she played Jenny… you know her as  
“Vomit Girl”,  OR If you are Canadian 
you may have seen her on Wipeout 
Canada, season 1 episode 3,  Beauty 
Vs Geeks, she finished in the top 5.

 Acting under the name of Taryn 
Johnston, she’s a dual threat with 
talent in both the modeling and 
entertainment industries, and have an 
extremely outgoing, fun personality to 
boot. Heck, we asked her the craziest 
place she’s hooked up, only to find 
out she’s actually a member of the 
mile high club.
There are models, and then there is 
Taryn Maria. With a long, extensive 
background in modeling, Taryn Maria 
has done a lot.  At 25, her fame 
continues to grow, and we’re thinking 
this is just the start of a blossoming 
career. She is also featured in our 
2014 Miss Bikini Calendar, make sure 
to buy one today!

PTaryn

At 25, her fame continues to grow, and 
we’re thinking this is just the start of a 

blossoming career. 

she’s a dual threat 
with talent in both 
the modeling and 

entertainment industries

Maria



SydneyCorpuz
Sydney Corpuz was born a Greek Loud mouth baby girl 
and nothing in these 23 years has changed a bit. Other 
than her growth from a  child star into a glamour model.

as I can. There are no boundaries 
I wont try to break and no limit that 
will hold me back. Not to be cliché 
but I really am an open book. If your 
not afraid to open me up and take a 
look you’ll be surprised at what you 
find.  I believe beauty is more than 
just your reflection in the mirror or 
a smile in a picture. It comes from 
within, you feel it.  The way your 
hair blows in the wind and the dress 
lays smoothly on your every curve. 
The way the lighting hits your face 
and highlights your beautiful eyes. 
The way that without even trying 
your pose is just right cause you 
just feel it. 

am the kind of 
woman who is 
not afraid of a 
challenge. I love 
to take risks and I 

always misbehave. I don’t follow 
the rules, because I believe in life 
there are NO RULES! I believe 
we should all do whatever it is in 
life that makes you come alive, 
whatever you are passionate 
about and gives you purpose. 

I am not afraid to stand up for 
what I believe in and speak my 
mind. I don’t back down from 
a fight and I don’t give up even 
when things get tough. I love 
music and poetry. I sing, play 
guitar, and write my own songs. 
I pretty much always have my 
journal and pen with me. I am an 
actress as well. I would love to be 
in a Soap Opera. I love modeling 
and I am trying to take it as far 

I

HOT
REVIEW

Sydney works hard to make 
her goals come true and she 
always does it her way on her 
terms. 

NO STOP SIGNS 
Obstacles were made 

to stop me but I don’t let 
that drop me. I am fierce. 

Probably to much  to handle. 
But you can try ;) . 
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orn in Holguin 
Cuba on 
June 26.   I 
remember 
when I was 
young, I was 

not very popular. For over 
8 years I had to endure the 
intimidations and abuse from 
my classmates.  

I always had a passion for art 
and fashion.  I started with 
small theatre courses. Then 
I was able to participate in 
several local plays in Holguin 
Cuba.  But my main interest 
was to become a model.

One day,  I saw a beauty 
contest being advertised and 
I said to myself:  “ I want to 
go “.   When I got home and 

Yilena
Hernandez B

MY MOTTO 
 I believe nothing is 
impossible and we 

all have the right 
to decide what we 

want in life. 

told my mother, she told me 
not to go.  I guess, she didn’t 
want me to get hurt.  But my 
grandmother encouraged 
me to go and said:  “if that’s 
what you decide to do with 
your life, fight for it, you 
can do it and I will support 
you”.   I must confess, I was 
really scared looking at all 
these beautiful girls.  I did 
not win,  I came third, but 
the most importantly I won 
the confidence in myself.  
This was my initiation into 
the world of fashion. Then I 
started to work as a model 
for more than 2 years now.  
When I moved to the USA, I 
achieved   many of my dreams 
as a model.  I worked for 
several Spanish modeling 
agencies, as an actress and  
radio announcer .

 I am a person who believes 
that nothing is impossible 
and we all have the right to 
decide what we want in life.  
I consider myself a strong, 
beautiful , positive and 
sensual woman .

I love my God and I thank 
Him every day for my life 
and for allowing me to live 
another day .

 All I am, I owe it to my 
grandmother.  And all my 
achievements are dedicated 
to her.

TO MY ABUELA 
All I am, I owe it to 
my grandmother.   All 
my achievements are 
dedicated to her.
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being on stage and so competitive for 
so many years, modeling is still kind of a 
way to perform without such a physical 
toll. Now, don’t get me wrong! If I’m sore 
the next day I know I’ve done my job, but 
it definitely doesn’t tear up the muscles 
like gymnastics does.  I shoot a variety 
of styles but I’d have to say editorial and 
fashion are my favourites, but honestly...
As long as I’m modeling I’m happy! 
What is Your inspiration ?
Inspiration comes in all forms, from the 
people around you, to the music playing, 
to the set or location your working on. 
But really its inspiring to be able to wake 
up every morning, and know that I get to 
do what I love and sometimes even be a 

different person :)  
What’s been the best moment of your 
life ? The most important moment in 
my modeling career would probably 
be getting that call saying I was a 
playboy Cyber Girl. I was on Christmas 
vacation visiting family and it was just 
the best gift.  
Well, I wanted to be an archeologist, 
then a photographer, then a personal 
trainer...So the world will never know! 
Guess I’ll figure it out when my 
travelling settles down and I decide to 
go a different route. 

ow you became a 
model ? how did 
you experience the 
first job you did as a 
model ?

I had a Greatest Journal back in 
2006/2007 and there were “Rating 
Communities”  You’d post Selfies 
and the girls would judge you on 
a scale of 1-10. A girl emailed me 
with the link to MM and said I should 
check it out, so I made a profile, 
with just four little dinky pictures and 
then a few weeks later I had my 
first shoot. It was a “Workshop” One 
other model and probably 6 or so 
photographers, out on the beach, 
so swim wear right from the start. 
It was fun and easy and they said 
I was a natural and couldn’t tell it 
was my first shoot!  September 7th 

marks SIX YEARS OF MODELING!
Why did you choose this line ?
I’d have to say I didn’t really choose it. I 
thought it would be fun, every little girls 
dream to be a model...Never expected 
it to go anywhere..Next thing I know I do 
one shoot then I move to Oklahoma...
And a photographer who I am now dear 
friends with really helped me get a good 
strong versatile start to my portfolio 
and it just kinda went...I moved back to 
NC in 2012 and decided living with my 
parents I could give modeling a go full 
time and a year and a half later I’m still 
travelling and going strong!  I did dance 
and gymnastics growing up so I look at 
modeling as a dance, just moving one 
pose to the next. Its been a lot of trial 
and error to find my groove, but I think 
I’m settling in nicely :) 

I also use modeling as an outlet, after 

Ryan
Personal Trainer Certification 2010. New York 
Institute of Photography 2009. . Its nice to 
have some understanding about being behind 
the camera. 

H

PHOTO SHOOT
I shoot a variety of 

styles but I’d have to 
say editorial and fashion 

are my favorites, but 
honestly...as long as I’m 

modeling I’m happy! 

Leigh
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Dutchess
of Chicago

My goal in my modeling career is to 
eventually be featured in Maxim Magazine

y name is Dutchess and I was born 
and raised in Chicago. I developed the 
stage name Dutchess because I am half 
mexican and half Dutch.  I love modeling 
and will pose in almost any environment 
in order to get a great shot. My goal in 

my modeling career is to eventually be featured in 
Maxim Magazine,  One of my biggest secrets is that 
I am a preschool teacher and have to model under a 
stage name. For more of my work please visit www.
dutchessofchicago.com.

M am petite so that’s an attribute my measurements are 34-25-34 and I wear a size 1 ...also right before I 
started the venture into the modeling industry I won a year membership to a local fitness club for winning 2nd 
in my 1st fitness challenge ever. So see I go in aiming straight for the top and nothing less..    On another 

note I love to go to movies and sing and dance. I also love to travel and site see and recently got to go to Las Vegas 
for the 1st time and I had such a great time I can’t wait to get back!   In this short 4 months of starting the modeling Its 
been my pleasure to meet some really awesome people make amazing contacts in many different fields. And this is 
only the beginning for me...2014 will be my year and there will be many doors I will get to go through and experiences 
I would of never dreamed of and the best part I get to have fun doing it!! . 

I

Connie
Austin

I strive and keep my eye on 
doing my best and becoming the 

best in all I do

urrently live in Pocatello Idaho where I was born and raised. I am a manager at a local restaurant and 
have been with this company for almost 11 years. In anything I do I have a lot of passion and drive 
..when I get involved with a project and with my work I strive and keep my eye on doing my best and 
becoming the best in all I do. During my school daze I achieved many awards steadily was involved 
in clubs and honour classes. I played numerous sports and was on dance teams as well. I attended 

college for a time as well and was studying in the medical field as a premedical student.      I am about to turn 35 years 
old which will be a pretty basic celebration November 10th.  Early on I was told I can’t model because I’m short..Well 
of course I thought I won’t only model but I will get published and here I am 5’1 and 115 and published a few times.

C

ONE HOT TEACHER 
I am a preschool teacher 
and have to model under 

a stage name.   I love 
modeling and will pose in 
almost any environment
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orn in Ukraine,  
I live in Milan. I 
am thirty years 
old,  sweet 
and sensitive 

person, but I can became very 
angry and aggressive if I feel 
threatened or offended. 
I am unpretentious and 
nice, I like quiet and no 
arrogance people and I hate 
preconceptions. I am nuts 
on intelligence, savoir faire 
an poise.  I am an alternative 
model, I work with a lot of 
photographer, I posed for 
calendars, nude and glamour 
shootings. 
I’m not involved with the 
Milanese fashion environment 
and events. I like underground 
parties with freaks and bizarre 
people.
I love animals, and I hate who 
mistreats them. I have a cat, 
a dog and a charming guinea 
pig.  I’m not vegan or vegetarian 
but I eat meat very seldom. I 

Iryna
Horyeva

B
like to take care of my body, 
I play fitness and sometimes 
body building, but I’m not 
obsessed, also because one 
of my major shortcomings is 
laziness.   I have never gone 
on a diet, I switch between 
almost fast times and food 
insatiable desires. I love 
cinema, I like very much go 
to the movies but also watch 
a good film at home drinking 
wine or beer.   

Photographer: 
PINO FRANCHINO

                                          
I posed for 
calendars, nude 
and glamour 
shooting
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amount of energy, dedication, and determination. 
Not only am I a natural born entertainer, I also work 
on the business side of things. Knowing how the 
business industry works is for the good for your 
own career and is something I continue to stay 
interested in learning about – and I only want to 
learn from the best! 

I have done a wide variety of shoots from casual 
to artistic nude and plenty in between and have 
enjoyed them all.  I am very easy to work with, not 
a diva.  I don’t mind working in some more unusual/
slightly uncomfortable locations if it will help the 
shoot.  I love modeling and everything it gives me 

ot only am I professional model with over 
6 years of experience, I can be described 
as an all-around entertainer.  I am not 

afraid to speak my mind and I have a ridiculous 

KerstinSchmidt
I love tasteful sexiness combined with 
beauty. I love being whom I am: Sexy, 
Playful, Happy, Passionate, Giving, 
Sensitive, Affectionate and so much more. 

N

in life; confidence, expression, glamour and 
art. I put a lot into my work and I am a firm 
believer that you will get back what you put 
in. I enjoy working with people who have the 
same mindset. I love to work and give 110% 
at anything I do; I am easy going but serious 
about getting the job done. My goal as a 
model is to make the photographers vision 
come to life. I am looking to create incredible 
images and awesome art! I am reasonable 
with my rates; negotiations are not out of the 
question. I am very professional and will not 
flake. I expect the same. 
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orked with amateurs as well as professionals 
over the years.   Creative ideas are always 
welcomed.  I am available to shoot but certain 
standards must be met before setting an actual 

photo shoot date. Look for me in the Movie “PARKER” .

CREATIVE IDEAS 

W

TatyanaHoke
I have been modeling for almost 5 years now in the USA and for 5 years prior in 

Moscow and St. Petersburg. Started when I was 16, mostly local fashion.

riginally from 
Eastern 
Europe, 
(Russia) but 
now I reside 

in the Daytona Beach, 

Florida area.  I have been 
modeling for almost 5 years 
now in the USA and for 5 
years prior in Moscow and 
St. Petersburg.  Started 
when I was 16, mostly local 

fashion/runway style shows 
for new designers/ as well 
as formal and evening 
gown style work and 
various modeling shows 
prior to moving to the 

O

ll “Natural”,  I have no piercing or tattoo’s that 
can hinder the photo’s of the project / work.  I 
am 5’ 8” or 173 CM’s & my measurement’s are 
34B-24-35 (US) & 86-61-89 (EU) I am available 

for just about any type of “Modeling Projects”

ALL NATURAL 

A xcellent makeup and hair skills, I do not require a 
make-up artist on most shoots unless the project 
requires a very different/unusual look. I’m very 
reliable and always on time, and always give 

100% on every shoot! No job is to big or to small for me.

EXCELLENT SKILLS

E

USA.  I also participated in 
various styles of theatre/
plays as a child.  I am 
hopeful that I can continue 
my modeling here in the 
USA.

anyka Deborah 
Dipell is one 
of the most 
beautiful 
woman that 
you will ever 

find.  Banyka is of a Mexican 
and Polish heritage. Stunning 
beauty with an absolutely 
incredible figure .  In Europe, 
she is known as Monika 
Pietrasinska, a famous Polish 
model and actress.  She was 
born on December 2, 1987 
in Warsaw Poland Banyka’s 
fame began right from birth. 
As a 3-month baby she was 

Monika
Pietrasinska
Born in Warsaw Poland in 1987, Studied 
at the University  Of Warsaw

B
in pictures in magazines for 
Pregnant mothers, Babies 
and Children and was 
already in the eye of the 
World. As a 1-year old she 
appeared in magazines for 
new families; at 5, she had 
started acting; at 7, started 

her modeling career.  As a 9 
year old she starred in the first 
movie, Rivers in the Mountains. 
Little princess Barbara 
Monroo.  Later she appeared in 
campaigns for teens in designer 
clothes which of course her 
mother suggested. 

she won several 
competitions with 
Miss Universe,  
lingerie model and 
has appeared in 
Playboy Poland.

MY FULL NAME 
is Banyka Deborah 

Dipell De La Riva. I also 
go by the name monika 

pietrasinska .

BORN TO MODEL 
As a 1-year old she 

appeared in magazines 
for new families

MY BELIEF 
Because I think, every 
person is unique with 

something
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and Promotional 
Modeling with a 
long list of credits 
and an extremely 
large fan base.  Her 
dream started at age 
4 wanting to be a 
“Supermodel” . She 
has worked hard. It is 
not been an overnight 
success to become an  
entrepreneur.

rew up in 
Apple Valley, 
Ca., moved 
to Las Vegas 

in early 2012 to 
continue her modeling 
career.  Tiana Joy 
is a Professional 
Model with over 11 
years experience in 
Print, Commercial, 
Fashion, Runway 

G

Tiana
Joy

Soon after Tiana moved to Vegas she 
became CEO of Vegas Talent Group.

done countless promotional 
work for companies such as 
Quaker Oatmeal, Target, and 
Paul Mitchell, and has done 
numerous runway shows in 
Boston, Providence, LA & NY 

tarted modeling and 
doing music videos 
at age 15, she has 

graduated with proper runway 
training at JRP in Boston, MA 
so she is certified in runway, 
print, and makeup.  She has 

S

Blessed
Adrienne

Done countless promotional work for companies 
such as Quaker Oatmeal, Target, and Paul Mitchell,

ikkol Wade is a model and 
actress from Virginia.  She 
is of European, Norway and 

Native American decent. Born on April 
11, 1993, also known as Easter Day. 
She works locally with Splash Models 
and Hutson Talent Agency. 

Nikkol 
Wade 

N

ersonal trainer, dancer and 
model from Australia.  I love 
music and theatre and go to 
lots of shows.  I am addicted 

to fitness and train 2 hours every day. 
I Am 5’ 7”  with long black hair. I am 
mainly a swinwear and lingerie model 
and love wearing pretty sexy things

AngelaEvans 

P

times, she has managed to make 
her dreams a reality and plans 
to work even harder for years to 
come.  

Sadly, she lost her mother to 
cervical cancer in 2010,  “My Mom 
taught me one thing that I hold 
very dear to my heart. NEVER live 
your life saying “I’ll do it tomorrow” 
because everyday will turn into 
tomorrow and you will live in regret 
of what you have not done. Make 
your dreams your certainty. Take 
control of your life and make what 
you want of it. “

isa Pinelli is a very 
outgoing, friendly, 
determined model 
from Southern 
California.  She has 

a huge passion for cheerleading, 
art, and animals.   She is the 
Playboy Miss Social’s MISS MAY 
2013, a Playboy Lady of Golf, and 
Candy Girl of the Year of Candy 
Girl Magazine. 
Every year,  she sets new goals 
for herself and work hard and 
is determined to reach them.  
Although It has been a very hard 
journey for her, and through all of 
the discouraging events and hard 

LisaPinelli
NEVER live your life saying “I’ll do it tomorrow” because 

everyday will turn into tomorrow .

L
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melia 
Maltepe is 
a beautiful 
21 years old 
model.  Born 
and grew 

up in Bangladesh.  She 
finished her high school 
there,  before moving to 
Toronto, Canada in 2009 
on a student visa for 
Business Accounting at the 
University of Toronto.  She 
has only been modelling 

for  only a year and loves 
it.  She wants to become 
a business women in the 
export-import industry.  
An ambitious model who 
wants to become Miss 
World.  An animal lover, as 
much as a social bee, she 
enjoys always making new 
friends.  Her talent extends 
also at designing her own 
clothes.  Loves to cook 
and eat healthy.  Trains 3-4 
times a week, and it shows.

Amelia
Wants to become a business women in 
the export-import industry.  An ambitious 
model who wants to be Miss World.

A

Eboni
Anderson
“In everything there is beauty”- 
Eboni Anderson.

urrently I am a Ring Card 
girl for Rise of a Warrior, a 
Budweiser model, a bartender, 
a brands ambassador…that’s 
just my occupation…not me.  

When I sit and think about what I would like 
the world to know about me…I can’t help but 
want to start from the beginning.  I’m originally 
from Valdosta, Georgia but I am an Air force 
brat. My family and I have lived up and down 
the east coast of the United States. 
I had always had a love for music… 
especially singing.  I have performed at the 
Kravis Center and Sunfest as well as many 
talent competitions. 

I graduated from Florida Atlantic University 
with my bachelors in Interdisciplinary Studies 
in Arts and Humanities.  I have an extremely 
creative side. I enjoy writing poetry, working 
out and sewing bikinis. One day I hope to 
launch my own bikini line,  all the while, also 
designing a special line for breast cancer 
survivors.  I love doing photo shoots but I 
hope to one day learn the art behind the 
camera.  My dream shoot would be to grace 
the cover of Sports Illustrated magazine.  At 
28 years old, I live with no regrets. I have an 
appreciation for life. I love God and my family. 
I have a passion for helping others that want 
to help themselves. The greatest gift in life, 
is giving someone the lesson that took you a 
lifetime to learn. Somebody taught me to be 
always be kind, don’t work so hard that you 
start living to work, let people know you love 
them, spend time with your parents, travel 
and take care of your body. I feel blessed to 
experience the life I live. 

C

NO REGRETS 
I live with no regrets. I 

have an appreciation for 
life. I love God and my 
family. I feel blessed to 

experience the life I live. 

Maltepe
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Lauren
Aidaluz
She was the youngest girl to become Miss 
Ohio Swimsuit USA. She held that title two 
years in a row. 

auren’s ambition, 
passion, and 
determination 
lead her to be 
a successful 
swimsuit and 

fitness model and competitor.

Lauren Aidaluz was born May 
17th, 1991. She is Colombian, 
brazilian and Italian.  At a young 
age Lauren was adopted by the 
Cooper family where she grew 
up in the Midwest USA.  

 She was the youngest girl to 

become Miss Ohio Swimsuit 
USA. She held that title 
two years in a row. That 
experience changed her 
life forever. Kathy Wheatly, 
the owner of Swimsuit 
USA International was the 

L

MISS OHIO 
She was the 
youngest girl to 
become Miss Ohio 
Swimsuit USA. She 
held that title two 
years in a row

self made 
published model, 
she has already 
earned many titles, 
sashes, and crowns

HER GOAL 
She hopes to one 

day become a 
sponsored athlete 

by a well known 
nutrition brand 

inspiration that showed 
Lauren her true potential. 
Marty Gast was the first 
photographer to shoot 
Lauren professionally. He 
was blown away by this 
Colombian bombshell and 
advised her to pursue a 
career in modeling. In the 
same year Lauren became 
Miss Colombia Swimsuit 
USA International, and 
as an experienced and 
internationally acclaimed 
model she returned to shoot 
again with Marty in Mexico 
for the 2014 Miss Swimsuit 
USA calendar. That shoot 
was featured in the UHM 
Magazine. Lauren Aidaluz 
went on to become a Tropic 
Beauty State Finalist for 
Ohio. She was selected to 
go to  Las Vegas as Tropic 
Beauty Vegas Kandy Girl. 
Lauren was sponsored and 

selected to go to Nassau, 
Bahamas for the American 
Dream World Finals. 

At age 20 Lauren Aidaluz 
became a Fitness Factory 
girl where she started training 
5 days a week  with one of 
the best fitness coaches in 
the country, Mike Davies. 
Lauren is one of his youngest 
competitors and they have a 
strong bond. She says, “Mike 
has really impacted my life 
in a positive way. He is like a 
father to me, giving me tough 
love. No matter how stubborn 
I am he always pushes me 
and most importantly does 
not give up on me. I hope 
to one day make him very 
proud.” 

In 2012 she was selected to 
present awards at the Arnold 
Classics. She also worked 
as a fitness promo model for 

where she shot in Freeport, Bahamas 
for Hot-Tropix Illustrated. Lauren is 
now featured in Vertigo Magazine 
and has her own personalized 
online store selling Lauren Aidaluz 
merchandise.  Girls Girls Girls 
Magazine is having Lauren shoot for 
a 2013 exclusive calendar. Lauren 
has several upcoming shoots in LA 
for a martial arts calendar, Orlando for 
Crown Magazine, and several lingerie 
companies. 

Nubreed Nutrition, Beast Nutrition, and 
BPI. She was signed with Flex Nutrition 
as a fitness model for 2012-2013.

Lauren Aidaluz began her career by 
signing with L.A.Tan as their calendar 
swimsuit model. She started off 
shooting as the cover model for Gross-
Magazine. Lauren began making 
several appearances for companies 
such as Vanilla Sky and Harley 
Davidson SUSA. She was the guest 
appearance and poster model for Pink 
Party Lingerie Fashion as well as BMS, 

MISS UNIVERSE 
She strives to make 

it to Tropic Beauty 
World Finals and Miss 

Universe

HER DREAM 
is to be featured in 
Maxim and Sports 

Illustrated.  Lauren is 
22 years old and this 
is just the beginning 
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OliviaChamizo
My objective as a Petite Model is to stand 
out from the crowd and be unique.

2She has been featured in different publications 
& advertisements in Intermodelo,  Quinceañera 
Magazine publication, Mancave Playbabes 

Magazine, The Plan Magazine Miami, Petite Magnifique 
Magazine as their Back Cover Model.

3Part of Bridal Events,  VIP Image and Beauty 
Publications Team. Also part of The 2013 Cultural 
Cuban Festival, did a Promo Commercial for 

Tampa TV,  for Direct TV,  promo video for Rock N Roll 
House Hotel and many more.

4I am a certified nursing assistant at a nursing 
home, wanting to get my lPN next. I am also a 
promotional model on the weekend or whenever I 

get scheduled for various companies.

5I absolutely love doing promotional work, it’s so 
fun and get to meet so many different people. I 
also love sports, like hockey, basketball, football, 

soccer, etc! Love sports!

6I love old fashioned cars, outdoor activities, going 
to concerts/shows. I am very open and love to 
have fun! But I am also a family girl and like to 

hang out and relax. Love to do what I can in life, be 
happy, have fun, we only live once! 

1Hispanic Bilingual Model born in Havana, Cuba 
January 18th 1983.  She migrated to the United 
States in 2001, and currently living and working 

in Florida.  Studied Cosmetology,  then decided to 
jumpstart her career into the professional modeling.

1

2 3

4

5

6

ShenaBarker
I am very open to a lot and love to have 
fun! But I am also a family girl and like to 
hang out and relax when I can.
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S mall town girl living in North 
Bay Ontario, Canada.  I work 
full time as a social worker 

with the mental health population 
but I love modelling always have 
although only started about a year 
ago.

Had some amazing 
experiences.  Became an 
International spokesmodel 

for Vyzion radio, worked as the Indy 
Grid Girl in Toronto 2013, was the 
Sunshine girl twice and Sunshine Girl 
calendar 2014. 

Been published in two 
magazines and attended the 
International Bikini Model 

search and Paradise Bash.  It’s 
a must attend event for models 
and photographers of any level of 
expertise. 

I am a go getter so I will always 
strive to do more and be better 
each and every day!  My ultimate 

goal is to move to Toronto or the USA 
to work at my career and modeling. 
Set goals...achieve...repeat is my 
motto.

My name is Sarah, and go by 
Izabella as a pen name for 
modeling other events. I am 

a pro-am model centrally located in 
New Bern North Carolina. I began 
modeling a few years ago and fell in 
love with it. 

Love being in front of the camera. 
Its like an addiction. I strive 
for so many goals in my life. 

Not only do I love modeling. But I 
also love snowboarding and doing 
anything that is active. I go to the gym 
on a regular basis. 

I love to set goals for myself, so I can 
have something to strive for in life. 
Modeling is rewarding in itself, and 

I like being expressive and part of the 
artistic vision and creation. My goals 
are to explore all modeling’s artistic 
ventures.

M y family is wonderful and 
they mean the world to me!  
I have two sons. They are 

both gorgeous young men. And have 
their mothers heart. I am happily 
married and enjoy spending time with 
them.

My backgroud is Italian and 
Black Foot Cherokee Indian.  
Never did I think at 34 years 

of age I would be published in a 
magazine. But in the world today you 
can do anything you put your mind 
into.

Amandy 
Ranger

Photo Credits:
Rj Gamoa
Mike Scalisi
Chris Armstrong
Nelly Putnam

Izabella 
Marcella
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mall town girl with big city dreams. At 24 y/o 
I started modeling and my career is really 
starting to take off!!  I’m a Certified Nurses 
Assistant (CNA) at an urgent care, in southern 

California. One of my biggest dreams is to become 
an internationally known published model. In which, I 
would like to give HUGE thanks to BIKINI Magazine 
for publishing me in this edition- which is my first 
international magazine. Huge thanks to my awesome 
photographer Tony Macias, my amazing make up artist 
Yovanna Gutierrez. I thank my family & friends so much 
for their love and support.

Up Coming Models

Kendra 
Peterson 

orn in Sinaloa, Mexico, I 
want to become a plastic 
surgeon.  I believe If you 
want something in your life; 

dream it, plan it, and go for it! Don’t 
let anything get in your way! 

B

orn in November 1986, 
of Mexican/American 
descend, Sarai Ozuna got  
awarded the Acceptance 

Speech On August 15, 2007 from 
the Youth Decade Endowment 
Fond, she was only 20 years old.  
She attended college at Empire 
beauty School for beauty and 
fashion. Then the York School of 
Technology for Medical Assistance. 
She continued to move forward 
with her modeling career and has 
done Car Shows, Charity Work 
& Fashion Events.  She has also 
Been on movies as a Body double, 
Body painting, music videos and 
commercials.

SaraiOzuna 

B

one a couple of fashion 
shows, fitness and three 
calendars, and a few 

advertising flyers.  I have been in 
a couple exhibits one for Breast 
cancer awareness and a erotic art 
gallery. I really like the eccentric side 
of modeling.  My goals are to be in 
more publications as well as on a 
billboard

WendyTeague 

D

Kathryn 
lways wanted to find a creative outlet and 
modeling has become it. I am blessed to work 
with the best in the Dallas Fort Worth area. 
My job as a model is to give life to someone 

else vision. I enjoy drawing and painting. Always have. I 
received an airbrush machine as a gift so body painting 
will be a fun project to play with.

A

NicoleSchmidt

S

tarted modeling at age 23 
in Florida.  Done Fitness, 
Fashion, Swimmer’s, 
Glamour, and Lingerie.  She 

loves to have fun and be Sexy but 
keeps it always classy.

Inali 
Nero 

S

Herbert
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Joan
Divine
I am so happy to have been in Playboy,  it was my 
biggest dream.  I can now call myself a Playmate. 

S

S lovenian and Hungarian,  I have been 
modeling now professionally for a year. 
Some publications of mine include Playboy 

Italia, Miss Coed, Sports Illustrated Lovely Lady of 
the Day, Maxim Online, Bullz-eye, and I have done 
promotional work for My Bikini Brazil. Some future 
goals of mine would be to further myself in my 
career as much as I can and to keep working hard! 

Originally went to school for theatre and 
performing arts and have been involved in 
that stuff since I was about 10 years old. I 

love classic rock, art, and of course photography. 
Art is the biggest and most important thing in my 
life and is involved in pretty much everything I do in 
one way or another.

elf employed and 
doing as much 
modeling as I 
possible can.  I am 
all about living the 

life to the fullest and getting as much 
out of it as possible.
I started in the modeling industry as 
a  young teenage girl.  I always had 
a passion for being in front of the 
camera, and I ended up very quickly 
in serveral Danish magazines. I 
believe that what doesn’t kill you 
makes you stronger. I don’t want to 
look back in time when I will be 80 
years old, and say:.. ‘What if’. 

I never thought I would get so far 
in the modeling industry.  I am so 
happy to have been in Playboy,  it 
was my biggest dream.  I can now 
call myself a Playmate. 

I love glamour, and I am always in 
the hunt for new jobs and covers. 
I am planning another trip to LA in 
January, as I already have many 
several shoots set up, and who 
knows...  I might become a Cover 
Girl.   I am always networking in 
the modeling industry to further my 
portfolio and expertise.

ALWAYS LOOKING 
I love glamour, and I am 
always in the hunt for 
new jobs and covers. who 
knows...  I might become a 
Cover Girl.

Barbara
Kovach
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Jill
Cisternino
I was born in Bensonhurst Brooklyn 
and I am Italian, Sicilian and 
Norweign

y name is Jill Cisternino also 
known as JillyGems. I was born 
in Bensonhurst Brooklyn and I 
am Italian, Sicilian and Norweign. 
I started modeling a few years 
ago after doing a photoshoot for a 

private-party bartending site that I actually never 
followed through with. 

I loved the photos that I had done so everything 
just started from there. I have always been an 
artsey creative person so  modeling, doing make-
up and styling my shoots it allows me to express 
myself. Aside from modeling I bartend in New 
York City and I am attending college majoring in 
communications. When I am not busy working I am 
probably working out, partying in the meatpacking 
district, shopping or even getting a tattoo. 

I am one of the few east coast models with tatooes 
and piercings. I usually just wear my nose ring but 
I have my left nipple pierced, my tongue, libret, 
monroe, and my nose. Many people ask what my 
tattoes mean; they are a form of art, my sleeve is 
in progress and the theme is fairytale, I do have 
one tatoo that is to remind me of my parents that 
passed away a few years ago from illnesses. 
Where I live on the east coast is New York City one 
of the craziest places to live. I love it because you 
can never be bored there is always somewhere 
to go and something super excited to do! To me 
nothing makes me happier then surrounding 
myself with people like myself....crazy fun people 
like my bestfriends.

M

I usually just wear my nose ring but I have 
my left nipple pierced, my tongue, libret, 
monroe, and my nose. Many people ask 
what my tattoes mean; they are a form of 
art, my sleeve is in progress and the theme 
is fairytale,

ShayLynn
Miller

eautiful Intelligent Half 
Cree First Nations and 
German, Shaylynn 
Miller is a lingerie 
Model and role model 
born on August 

27th 1992. Inspired by her Mother, 
Shaylynn Started modeling at the 

age of seventeen. Being Second 
oldest of four, Shaylynn has always 
considered herself a role model & 
leader.  Shy, Outgoing, Crazy once 
she opens up, also a Memorable 
person & Fun, Big Hearted! Shay’s 
interest are Hot Yoga, laying on the 
beach, movies & making deserts.

Shaylynn’s goals aren’t just 
to become a centerfold in 
playboy! She also wants to 
progress her modeling career 
and take it as far as she can 
go, and hopefully write a book

B
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